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The Social Planning Council of Ottawa
Bridging the Information Gap

with Quality Research, Analysis and Dialogue

In 1928, on the eve of the Great Depression, the Social Planning Council of Ottawa (SPC) was
created to coordinate efforts and build new services to meet the needs of the city's residents.
Over the years, the SPC was the place where many ideas took root, and where new services and
programs became a reality. . . . the United Way (Community Chest), ParaTranspo, the Volunteer
Centre, the Council on Aging, Line 1000 and the Community Information Centre, to name a few.

Today, the SPC uses modern research and communication methods and works with Ottawa's
social agencies, concerned residents and decision-makers to understand and advocate the social
needs of our new city.  The SPC is a non-partisan, not-for-profit, charitable organization.  The
Board of Directors of the SPC is elected by and from the community. There are also hundreds of
volunteers who have given their time and talent to the SPC.

We invite you to join the Social Planning Council of Ottawa, to volunteer your time and talent
and/or make a generous charitable contribution to help us bridge the Information Gap.

Social Planning Council of Ottawa
280 Metcalfe Street, Suite 501, Ottawa, Ontario K2P 1R7   Telephone: (613) 236-9300

E-mail: office@spcottawa.on.ca  website: www.spcottawa.on.ca

AAdddd  tthhiiss  SSiittee  ttoo  YYoouurr  FFaavvoouurriitteess:: wwwwww..ssppccoottttaawwaa..oonn..ccaa
Our site features SPC publications, including Our Social Capital, and other resources that
provide information on issues and initiatives concerning: Social Planning, Municipal Affairs,
Child Poverty in Eastern Ontario, Housing and Homelessness, Ethnocultural and Gender
Equity, Food Security, Community Mapping, Quality of Life, and Community Economic
Development.

In addition, you will find an exciting online resource for the community created by
The Community Based Research Network of Ottawa (CBRNO) and the SPC

with the support of the Trillium Foundation and United Way / Centraide of Ottawa

Through this site, we offer
FFRREEEE  AACCCCEESSSS  TTOO    RREESSEEAARRCCHH  TTOOOOLLSS

for Program Evaluation, Needs Assessment, Program Logic Models,
Participatory Research Methodologies and GIS Mapping in the Voluntary Sector,

as well as Ottawa-based social research projects on many of issues
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This report aims to briefly report on changes
in the levels, sources and adequacy of
Ottawa residents’ incomes during the period
between 1995 and 2000.  The report is
composed of three sections, Section One
looks at changes in the sources of residents’
combined incomes, with some emphasis on
employment earnings.  Section Two
provides a brief analysis on changes in the
levels of residents’ incomes during the 1995
- 2000 period.  Finally Section Three reports
on the incidence of low-income among the
Ottawa residents and how such incidence
has changed over the 1995 to 2000 period

Order your copy today by downloading it
from www.spcottawa.on.ca or by calling
Pierrette at 236-9300 ext. 300.  The
publication is $5.00 if you pick it up or
$8.00 if you would like a hard copy mailed.
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Food Security Quiz

1.  How many Ottawa
residents receive food
assistance through Ottawa’s
Foodbank every month?
a)  360    b)  3,600    c)  36,000

2.  What percentage of food
bank users in Ottawa are
children?
a)  34%    b)  44%    c)  54%

3.  If a person works a 40 hour
week at minimum wage, and
pays the average rent for a
one bedroom apartment in
Ottawa, how much will he or
she have left before taxes for
all other expenses for the rest
of the month, including food?
a)  $462   b)  $662   c)  $862

4.  How many farms are there
in the City of Ottawa?
a)  900   b)  1,100   c)  1,300

5.  How many jobs in Ottawa
are directly and indirectly
related to agriculture?
a) 2,000   b)  5,000  c)  10,000

6.  Approximately how many
seniors in Ottawa receive
meals on wheels?
a)  1,700   b)  2,000   c)  2,300

7.  Does your local grocery
store carry produce grown in
rural Ottawa?

Answers on next page.

Tackling Food Security in Ottawa
With Files from the Ottawa Food Security Council

On October 16, 2003 (World Food Day) City Hall bustled
with cooking demonstrations, food sampling,
presentations, and information on everything from locally
produced beef to food banks.  Called “Ottawa Harvests:
Food and Ideas”, this mini trade show was organized by
the Ottawa Food Security Council as the first annual
showcase of community action on food security in Ottawa.
It featured information kiosks for community groups, city
programs, and food services.   The day was a celebration
of a broad range of solutions to food security in Ottawa,
including:

• community kitchens,
• “buy local” opportunities,
• food  and other emergency food programs,
• the good food box,
• community gardens,
• nutrition programs,
• promotion of healthy diets and lifestyles,
• food safety practices,
• support for local farmers and small scale food

processors,
• organic producers and retailers.

The Ottawa Food Security Council (OFSC), which
organized the event, is a multi-disciplinary group
comprised of farmers, gardeners, food processors,
retailers, nutritionists, low income representatives,
restauranteurs, chefs, policy advisors and City officials.
It’s mission is to ensure that Ottawa is a food secure
community.
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Answers to Quiz
1.  c)  36,000 Ottawa residents use
food banks every month. (Source:
Ottawa Food Bank website)

2.  b)  44% of food bank users are
children.  15% of Ottawa families
with children live in poverty.
(Source:  Ottawa Food Bank website)

3.  a)  A full time minimum wage
worker (at 7.15 / hr.) would receive
$1,229.80 per month before taxes.
Average rent for a one bedroom
apartment in 2003 was $768 (Source
CMHC, Fast Fax Dec. 2003).  This
would leave $462 per month for
taxes and all other needs including
food, transportation, clothing and
utilities.

4.  c)  There are 1,300 farms in the
City of Ottawa (1996).  (Source:
David J. A. Douglas & Assoc., Ltd.  Rural
Ottawa  Securing a Vibrant Economy.
Nov. 2002, pg. 8)

5.  c) In Ottawa, 10,000 jobs are
directly and indirectly related to
agriculture.  This sector is
estimated to be worth $400 million
to Ottawa’s economy (1996).
(Source:  David J. A. Douglas & Assoc.,
Ltd.  Rural Ottawa  Securing a Vibrant
Economy.  Nov. 2002, pg. 8, 23)

6.  c) Approximately 2,300 seniors
receives meals on wheels in Ottawa
(2002) thanks to a variety of local
non-profit organizations.  (Source:
Champlain District Health Council,
Annual District Service Plan, 2002).

7.  Ask!!  If not, encourage your
local merchant to carry produce
and other foods raised  in rural
Ottawa.  “Buy Local!”

Currently many members of our community are not food
secure.  We are losing our food security in a variety of
ways.  There are rising levels of hunger, poverty and
poor nutrition.  Some of these problems are the result of
social and economic inequalities.  Some are related to
the way our food systems are organized.  Others are
linked to personal choices, based on information we
receive or don’t receive.  Still others are related to the
deterioration and loss of farmland and a changing farm
economy.

The event highlighted that food security is a multi-
faceted issue that affects us all.  For example:
• What can we do so low income residents have

adequate food?
• How do City policies affect Ottawa food systems?
• Is our farmland in jeopardy?
• How many vulnerable seniors in our community are

not eating adequately?
• What challenges do our local farmers face?
• How can supporting local food production improve

our health and our environment?
• How can we know that our food is safe for our

health?

The OFSC is concerned about all aspects of food
security in Ottawa, and works toward its goal of food
security by:

• Helping low income communities improve
access to secure food sources

• Developing and distributing public information
• Supporting local food initiatives and partnerships
• Proposing municipal policies related to food and

food industries, including agricultural policies
• Holding workshops and food networking events
• Research and analysis
• Working with food councils from other cities.
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The SPC is grateful for the very generous donations of the following individuals and
charitable sector organizations:

Caroline Andrew The Catholic Diocese of Ottawa
Carol Clarke P.G. Fuller
Jennifer Gullen Karen Hill
Dorothy Hodgson Mala Khanna
Marilyn Kuhn Peter Levesque
Frank Martin Rebecca McDermott
Shirley Moy Margaret Nelson
Ottawa and District Labour Council H.I.H Saravanamuttoo
Helen Saravanamuttoo The Sisters of Charity
R. Starosta Bob Thomson
Joyce Turnbull Dr. Robin Walker
Elizabeth Whitmore Nancy Worsfold

For 2004, the OFSC will focus on 5 primary activities:
• Development of a “Buy Local” campaign including a “Buy Local” map to profile local

producers.
• Facilitating a network for community kitchens, to enable bulk buying arrangements and

sharing of information, tools and materials.  There are approximately 20 community
kitchen groups in Ottawa, each of which involves 5 – 10 people who get together to cook
healthy and affordable food to bring home to their family.

• Organizing a food canning event to assist residents who want to take advantage of the
local fall harvest, but do not have the opportunity to do so on their own.

• Developing a list of municipal policies, by-laws and regulations that impact on food
security.

• Organizing the second annual World Food Day event, for October 16, 2004.

To find out more about the Ottawa Food Security Council and food security strategies in
Ottawa, visit their website at www.spcottawa.on.ca/ofsc.  The website even includes an
electronic link to the weekly sale flyers of the major grocery retailers.

To get involved or for more information contact Bob at 236-9300 #301
Email: ofsc@spcottawa.on.ca Web: www.spcottawa.on.ca/ofsc

Ottawa Food

Security Council
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Incomes in Ottawa:
Sources, Levels and Adequacy

By Hindia Mohamoud

In a market society, there is a lot riding on people’s incomes. The level and security of our
incomes have many consequences on our quality of life through impacts on our health, on our
neighborhood and housing options, on our children’s development, and on our overall capacity
of self-actualization.

Many factors determine our incomes, but leading among these are economic business cycles, the
structure and conditions of the labour market, and the scope and effectiveness of social policies,
particularly labour market, income, and income distribution policies.  During the period between
1995 and 2000, these factors had contradicting impacts on the incomes of the Ottawa residents.
On the one hand, the Ottawa economy recovered gradually from the recession of the early
nineties, which had seen the loss of numerous jobs in the city.  With economic growth came a
high rate of job growth and an increase in the number of residents with employment incomes. On
the other hand, the period was characterized by a deep restructuring of labour market policies
and institutions, which saw the reduction of the scope of income support programs for the non-
elderly, most notably employment insurance and social assistance programs.

The Social Planning Council of Ottawa has recently released a report on the incomes of Ottawa
residents, which analyzes the changes in the sources, levels, and adequacy of Ottawa residents’
incomes over the period between 1995 and 2000. Below is a summary of our findings.

Summary of Findings

1. Almost 80 percent of residents’ 2000 incomes came from employment earnings. In 2000,
government transfers accounted for 7 percent of residents’ total income, down from 10
percent in 1995.

2. In the year 2000, almost half a million individuals received employment incomes, 46,005
more than in 1995. Expressed in terms of a growing population, the employment to
population ratio increased from 63 percent in 1995 to 66 percent in 2000.

3. On average, Ottawa workers were among the highest paid in Canada, with an average annual
earnings of $39,713.  However, employment incomes in the year 2000 were highly polarized
in Ottawa and varied largely with occupation, sector of employment, and with education.

4. More than one-third of the Ottawa workers earned less than $20,000; 45 percent earned
between $20,000 and 59,999; and 21 percent earned over $60,000. The high proportion of
low earners among the Ottawa workers is partly explained by the existence of a high number
of part time and part year jobs. More than four in five of those earning less than $20,000
worked part time or part of the year.
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5. Low pay was not limited to part time, part year workers or to low skilled workers.
Considering only those employed in full time full year jobs, more than one in ten earned less
than $20,000. And almost one in five full time, full year workers earning less than $20,000
was a university graduate.

6. The median income of the Ottawa residents declined by 3.7 percent from $31,116 in 1995 to
$29,978 in 2000; this is likely a reflection of the types of jobs created.  In the year 2000, only
58 percent of the existing jobs were full time, full year jobs.

7. Part-time, part-year work is more prevalent among women than among men. Close to half
(47.3) of the Ottawa women were employed in part-time, part-year jobs in the year 2000.  In
comparison 35.7 percent of men worked part-time, part of the year 2000.

8. On average, women received only 64 cents for every dollar of income received by men. In
2000, almost half (43 percent) of the women living in Ottawa had an income below  $20,000,
compared to 29 percent of men. In the upper levels of income, only 12 percent of women
gained incomes of $60,000 or more, while 29 percent of men enjoyed these higher levels of
income.

9. Overall, the low-income rate of Ottawa families has improved from 14.3 percent in 1995 to
10.9 percent in 2000. However, one should note that the incidence of low-income varied
greatly with family structure, composition, number of income earners, and gender of the
parent.

10. One-third of lone-parent families lived with a low income in the year 2000.  This compares
to 7.4 percent among couple families.

11. Among lone-parent families, those with very young and teenage children suffered from the
highest rates of low income at 63 percent.

12. One in five of Ottawa’s children under 6 years of age lived in low income families in the year
2000.

13. The income of children’s families improves as the children grow older, reflecting an increase
in their parents’ labour market activities. The incidence of low income declines to 19 percent
for children aged 6-9, and further down to 17 percent for those aged 10-14.

14. The incidence of low-income among seniors (individuals aged 65 and over) declined from
16.4 in 1995 to 14.1 in 2000.

15. An exception to the declining poverty rate among all senior groups is found among senior
men not living within their own census families, but with others.  The low-income rate
among this group increased from 15 percent in 1995 to 18 percent in 2000.
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16. Among seniors, women living alone suffered the highest rate of low-income at 35 percent,
compared to 26 percent of senior men living alone; and 11.5 of senior women living with
individuals other than their census families.

In conclusion, what emerges from the analysis of Ottawa’s recent income data is that the
economic boom alone is not sufficient to lead to widespread benefits for all residents. This
means that certain members of our community may be facing challenges that block their ability
to participate in the economy.  Typically these would include families raising young children,
particularly lone parent families, recent immigrants trying to profitably access the labour market,
young people seeking to make a successful transition to adulthood; seniors, particularly senior
women living alone. Conscious and compassionate policies are necessary to support these groups
to overcome their respective challenges.  For example accessible, affordable, and quality
childcare would go a long way in assisting parents with young children to seize the benefits of a
booming economy.  Concerted efforts from a variety of stakeholders are necessary to facilitate
the access of skilled immigrants to the labor market and into their chosen professions.  Minimum
wages that adequately reflect the cost of living and accessible training would enable young
workers and workers employed in low-skill jobs to improve their economic situations. Finally
income support programs (social assistance, employment insurance, etc) that sufficiently shield
families and individuals from the uncertainties of the labour market would protect the livelihood
of residents in periods of hardships.
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THE PROBLEM OF HYDRO COSTS AND COLLECTIONS
Baased on research by Derek Fields, Carleton University M.S.W. Placement Student

Rising hydro costs have become a concern to an increasing
number of Ottawa residents. A significant number of
households on fixed or low incomes are at risk of losing their
housing because their income is too low for them to pay the
combined costs of hydro and their rent or mortgage.  In the
spring of 2003, community agencies and low income residents
brought this problem to the Social Planning Council, to
determine the extent of the problem in Ottawa and to investigate
what could be done to provide energy assistance in order to
keep residents housed.

What Is the Problem?

Why have hydro costs become such an obstacle to secure housing for people on low or fixed
incomes?  Several government policies over the last several years have led to this situation.

a) Rent “De-Control”

Prior to 1996, most tenants in multi-unit buildings did not pay their utility costs directly, but
instead paid this as part of their rent payment.  In 1996 the Ontario government passed the
“Tenant Protection Act” which, among other things, changed the way in which rent could be
determined.  Under the previous “rent control” system the rent for an apartment was set at the
time the apartment first became available.  The landlord also specified at this initial date the
“services included in the rent”, which commonly included utilities.  Each year after that the
landlord could automatically increase the rent by the amount of the “Rent Increase Guideline”
which was set by the government based on an average of common operating costs in the
province.  The original rent plus the annual increases resulted in a “maximum legal rent”.  The
landlord could apply to a government tribunal to raise the rent higher than this maximum unit
rent for things such as extraordinary costs (e.g. unusually high hydro increases).  The maximum
legal rent was the most the landlord could charge for the unit and included a description of what
services were included.  Most tenants in multi-unit buildings did not pay utility costs separately
from the rent, as it was commonly a “service included in the rent”.

With the new “Tenant Protection Act”, the maximum legal rent could be set at any level every
time a new tenant moved into the unit.  Nicknamed “rent de-control” this system for setting rent
meant that the landlord could increase (or decrease) the rent any amount each time a new tenant
moved into the unit.  This rental charge became the new “maximum legal rent” and the annual

OBSTACLES TO SECURING AND RETAINING HOUSING
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An Example of the Income Shortfall

1,178 Maximum monthly Ontario Works
payment for a family of 4*

 - 932 Avg. rent for a 2 bedroom apt.
(CMHC, Fast Fax, Dec. 2003)

 - 447 Cost of the basic food to meet
nutritional food requirements for
the family of 4 +

______

-201 Leaves a shortfall of over $200 per
month, without paying any other
basic needs such as hydro.

*  Based on a family with a 35 yr. old
male, a 34 yr. old female, a 7 yr. old boy
and a 5 yr. old girl.

+  This amount is based on 1999
calculations for the same family, using the
Ontario Nutritious Food Basket adjusted
for the Ottawa region by the Health
Department of the Region of Ottawa-
Carleton.

rent increase guidelines could be added to this maximum legal rent in subsequent years.   As
well, the landlord could legally remove any services at the time a new tenant moved in.  Rent de-
control has been a significant factor in substantial increases in average rent.  As well, where most
tenants in multi-unit buildings had their utility costs included in the rent prior to 1996, many
landlords have removed utilities as a service included in the rent.  This has resulted in many
tenants (particularly in multi-unit buildings) now paying utility costs in addition to substantially
higher rents.

b) Income Supports and Minimum Wage Rates Not Keeping Pace With Inflation

While the costs of basic necessities have
steadily increased, governments have chosen
not to increase income supports to keep pace.
For example, Ontario Works payments were
cut by 21.6% in 1996 and have not been
increased since, while Ontario   Disability
Support payments have stayed the same for 13
years.  (The new  provincial government has
promised a 3% increase for both programs).
The minimum wage rate was raised to $7.15
an hour in early 2004, after being frozen for 10
years. While some seniors income support
programs include modest cost of living
increases, these have not kept up with actual
costs in Ottawa.    Extensive poverty in Ottawa
has been well documented (please see next
article in this magazine and visit
www.spcottawa.on.ca).

c) De-Regulation of Hydro

The Electricity Act 1998 required all electric
utilities to operate as private corporations. The
provincial government’s policy of
privatization of hydro has been a significant
factor in substantial increases in hydro rates.
In response, the provincial government
imposed a temporary moratorium on utility
cut-offs (October 2002 to March 2003) which
has since been lifted, a partial rebate to residents in 2003, and a cap on utility rates.  Despite
these temporary measures, most homeowners and tenants have experienced a significant rise in
their hydro costs since privatization of hydro.
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In the City of Ottawa, as of 2003, 90% of the population receive their hydro from Hydro Ottawa
Limited.1  Hydro Ottawa Limited is the result of the amalgamation and incorporation of five
local utilities (Gloucester, Goulbourn, Kanata, Nepean and Ottawa) in November 2000.  Hydro
Ottawa Holding Inc. owns and operates Hydro Ottawa Limited, and is governed by a board of
directors that is appointed by the shareholder, which is the City of Ottawa.  The City of Ottawa,
therefore, has significant authority over internal policies at Ottawa Hydro.

How Large Is the Problem?

With housing and hydro costs increasing and incomes falling
behind, many people are forced to make a choice between
paying their rent / mortgage or paying their hydro.  Whichever
they choose, their choice can lead to eviction and ultimately
higher costs in future housing.  For example, if they pay their
hydro and therefore do not have enough income to cover the
rent or mortgage, they can expect to receive an eviction notice2

from their landlord or face foreclosure procedures from their
mortgage holder.  These processes can lead to eviction and to
the requirement that the household pay legal costs associated
with the eviction / foreclosure.  If they pay their rent or
mortgage but do not have enough income left to pay their hydro, they start a collection process
by the hydro company which ultimately can lead to hydro being cut-off.3  If this happens, the
household is often forced to move.  If the household finds the money to pay up the arrears, they
will face an additional “re-connection fee” and the requirement of a security deposit in order to
establish a hydro account in the future.

On April 1, 2003, approximately 40,000 hydro consumers in the City of Ottawa were faced with
the threat of hydro disconnection because they were behind in their hydro payments.  While not
all of these were low income residents, and many on them ultimately were able to catch up their
payments, the problem of hydro arrears is clearly significant in Ottawa in terms of numbers
affected and the potential impact on housing security.

What Can Be Done?

In Canada and the United States, there are several models of energy assistance for low income
residents.  The Social Planning Council of Peterborough4 produced a report which has grouped
these models into four categories:

                                                     
1 Some rural residents receive their hydro from Hydro One.
2 This is actually called a Notice of Termination, and is the start of a legal process which leads to eviction
by a sheriff.
3 Hydro Ottawa states that its’ policy in dealing with a customer having difficulty with payment is one of
negotiation with the customer of an agency representing the customer.
4 Peterborough Social Planning Council.  Energy Assistance Plan for Low Income Households in
Peterborough City and County:  Background Report  Prepared for the Policy and Issues Sub-Committee.
September 2002, pg. ii.
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1. Consumer Protections: measures implemented by government and industry to ensure
energy affordability.  These may include

• Establishing publicly-owned utilities;
• Mandating and funding crisis prevention programs;
• Passing Vital Services by-laws;
• Establishing policies and procedures around deposits and collections that do not cause undue

hardship;
• Instituting moratoriums preventing disconnection during winter months.

2. Crisis Prevention: measures which aim to reduce the risk of cost-of-energy crises for low
income households and implemented by government, energy providers or community
agencies.  These may include:

• Low income rate discounts, based on a fixed percent of the bill, a fixed dollar amount, or
usage

• Percentage of income payment plans (PIPPs), where low income consumers pay a fixed
percentage of their income for their utility bills

• Arrears management plans, which combine payment plans with some form of arrears
forgiveness;

• Low income energy efficiency and weatherization plans, whichprovide conservation
education, and energy efficiency products and repairs.

3. Transition Assistance:  rebates provided by communities and governments to assist
households to meet sharply rising energy costs, usually due to market changes or extreme
weather conditions.

4. Emergency Assistance:  Financial, advocacy and collections responses for households
facing disconnection or already disconnected.

What Is Being Done in Ottawa?

Low-income families in Ottawa who are facing a cost-of-energy crisis can seek assistance from
various agencies or government programs.  People who receive income under Ontario Works or
the Ontario Disability Support Program may be eligible for discretionary benefits, normally once
a year.  Some low income residents may be eligible for some assistance under the City’s
Essential Health and Social Services (E.H.S.S.) program.  As well, there are two charitable
programs which provide assistance to some low income residents.  The Salvation Army
administers the “Home Safe” rent bank program, intended for low income families who need
emergency assistance with rent or utility payments.  Share The Warmth is a province-wide
charity that helps with extraordinary heating costs for low income residents (see their website at
www.sharethewarmth.org).

While these programs are absolutely essential, they are not adequate to meet all the needs of
those facing eviction or disconnection of hydro service.  The charitable programs are limited to
the funding they can raise annually for the program and have eligibility criteria that exclude
some residents facing energy emergencies.  Further, residents may not qualify for discretionary
benefits or E.H.S.S., or, since these programs are discretionary, may qualify but may not be
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granted these funds.   Finally, these programs cannot address the root problem of rising hydro
costs and stagnant incomes.

Lowertown Community Resource Centre (LCRC) has been in the forefront of the impact of
hydro costs on low income households.  In the fall of 2002 LCRC formed a committee of
community workers from various organizations to bring forward recommendations for change to
provide more comprehensive assistance to these residents.  In March 2003 they made a
presentation to Ottawa Hydro requesting policy changes which would assist low income
residents.

There is a need for a more comprehensive approach to dealing with this obstacle to securing and
maintaining housing.  The recommendations below have been informed by the recommendations
of the Lowertown Community Resource Centre group in their presentation to Ottawa Hydro
mentioned above and research conducted by the Peterborough Social Planning Council.

Recommendations

1) That the rates provided by income support programs (including income supports to low
income workers) be increased to reflect the actual costs of basic necessities, including a
recognition of hydro and other utility costs in the calculation of shelter costs.

2) That the City of Ottawa Social Services Department and the administration of the Ontario
Disability Support Program ensure all clients are fully informed about all assistance
programs available to them to assist with utility costs.

3) That the City of Ottawa Social Services Department and the administration of the Ontario
Disability Support Program amend the Discretionary Benefits Policy regarding disconnection
of services or pending eviction to ensure the greatest degree of housing stability.  Further,
that these departments conduct an audit of applications for Discretionary Benefits and
Essential Health and Social Services to analyze the rate of approvals and refusals to ensure
the programs are effective in reducing housing vulnerability.

4) That Council establish a plan to ensure adequate funding for emergency assistance programs
operated by community organizations to prevent utility disconnections or eviction, in
recognition of their vital role in reducing housing vulnerability and homelessness.

5) That an information system be put in place for on-going monitoring of energy assistance
needs, the impact of hydro rates on housing vulnerability and risk of homelessness, and the
impact of policies and programs intended to assist with these costs.  This would require
improved data gathering processes, as it is currently not possible to know how many of the
households in arrears are of low income.

6) That Ottawa Hydro institute crisis prevention and emergency assistance programs for low-
income consumers, including but not limited to :
a) Eliminating the disconnection and re-connection fees for low income residents.
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Ottawa –Gatineau
Social Data Consortium

The Social Planning Council has organized a local consortium of organisations that would
jointly purchase data through a Community Social Data Strategy initiative brought forward by
the Canadian Council on Social Development (CCSD).

Consortium members will be able to access a variety of data at a much lower cost.  This
economical access to data willenable all of us to understand better the social and economic
conditions of Ottawa residents.

For more information on becoming a member of the consortium, please contact Hindia
Mohamoud at 236-9300, extension 307 or  email:  hindiam@spcottawa.on.ca.

b) Eliminating the security deposit for low income clients, or putting in place policies and
programs to assist low income families with these additional costs.

c) Eliminating interest charges for low income clients.
d) Employees of Ottawa Hydro showing more sensitivity to the reality faced by people who

cannot pay their hydro bill because of low income.

7) That Ottawa Hydro work with local non-profit organizations who are assisting clients with
these issues, to establish strategies to prevent homelessness or disconnection for low income
residents.  These strategies could include initiatives such as affordable payment plans, partial
arrears forgiveness, waiver of late fees, reviewing equal billing plans on a quarterly basis and
notifying customers of arrears accruing before they reach an unmanageable amount.

8) That Council undertake a policy and program review leading to a comprehensive response to
reducing housing vulnerability and improving sustainable energy assistance for low income
residents.

This is part two of a series by the Social Planning Council of Ottawa on
Obstacles to Securing and Retaining Housing, highlighting possible policy interventions which could

help address problems of housing vulnerability and homelessness.

See also Marie-Josée Legault, “Obstacles to Securing and Retaining Housing for Recipients of Ontario
Works and Ontario Disability Support Program”, in Our Social Capital, Vol. III No. 1, May 2003, page
12 and www.spcottawa.on.ca/new_home_e.htm
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Corporate Donors

The SPC is grateful for the generous donations of the following corporations.  We encourage you
to let these corporations know you appreciate their contributions to the community.

The Colonnade Restaurant

Ace Bakery Cognos

EKOS Research Associates Independent Planning Group

Newstep Networks

As well, the SPC is very grateful to the following companies who made Contributions in
Kind in support of our activities.  We encourage you to patronize these companies

and let them know you appreciate their contribution to our work.

Cecile Kirouac Embassy West
Flying Piggy Restaurant Glebe Fashion Cleaners
Goodfellow Cleaners Kimberly Kreations
M and M Meat Shops Mother Tongue Books
Mulligan's Flowers National Library and Archives
Nettleton’s Jewellery Ltd. Pam Froth Studio
Starbucks Coffee  (Elgin Street) Tip T’ Toe Aesthetics
Trattoria Caffé Italia Vintage Designs
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SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL CONTINUES TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY -
AND MAKES A DIFFERENCE
United Way Dollars at Work
by Helen Saravanamuttoo

In late 2003, the Social Planning Council took over the coordination of the Persons with
Disabilities: A Community Coalition. “Are we pleased? Absolutely! It is where the Coalition
belongs." These are the words of Teena Tomlinson, Chairperson of the Coalition, which
consists of 40 agencies serving people with physical, visual and hearing disabilities.

"People with disabilities are often prevented from participating in community life," Ms.
Tomlinson told me. "Yet many have capabilities and gifts that can contribute to the well-
being of the community. It is important to turn around the stereotype and see people with
disabilities as assets." With this in mind, the Coalition, did a survey and developed the
Report, Maximizing Our Assets: Partnering for Participation and Inclusion, which looks at
the barriers to participation and ways to facilitate it. The Executive Summary is now posted
on the United Way website.

"We knew clients were in difficulty, but we needed to get the big picture, to find out how
widespread the problems were and whether there were common denominators." The study
was conducted and the Report written by a consultant paid for by a grant from the United
Way and the City of Ottawa. The City reviewed the recommendations and passed them
unanimously.

The Coalition was housed by the Disabled Persons Community Resources for the first
two years. Teena Tomlinson had given notice that her organization could no longer to carry
this responsibility, due to the agency's workload. This is the point at which the Social
Planning Council (SPC) stepped in, and their initiative was very much welcomed by agencies
serving the disabled community.  SPC's coordination role is already it is bearing fruit. Not all
the information collected in the Survey was used in the Report. "SPC is very skilled at
calculating and presenting data and has great research skills.", Tina Tomlinson reported. "It
has since taken the additional data and is developing three information sheets that will be
widely distributed to funders and organizations. These sheets will be very useful to
organizations in preparing their workplans, especially in planning their services, as well as in
writing funding proposals." Funding for non-profit organizations is today a very precarious
proposition. Core funding is seldom granted and organizations have to rely on uncertain short
term grants. Time spent in proposal writing is not funded, yet the organization must somehow
find the time to put in yet another time consuming application. In this high stress atmosphere,
any assistance, such as a well organized data sheet is of enormous use.

In addition, by taking on the coordination, SPC is continuing its support for community
networking, a function that permits community agencies to share ideas, support each other
and develop joint initiatives. Once again, SPC is active in community building through its
research, planning and networking activities.   
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Our Homes, Our Neighbourhoods

On September 20, 2003, the Social Planning
Council of Ottawa (SPC) held a community
forum to discuss strategies for developing
inclusive neighbourhoods with inclusive
housing as the cornerstone.  The event
brought together almost 100 people
including residents, organizations and
agencies, representatives of the City of
Ottawa, faith organizations, and other
concerned stakeholders who were interested
in advnacing more inclusive communities
and housing in Ottawa.

The forum addressed a series of needs which
were identified in many previous initiatives
by the Social Planning Council and others in
the City.

First, within the guiding principles and the
respective plans developed within the
Ottawa 20/20 Planning Process inclusion
was a strong theme.  In extensive
consultations on the Ottawa 20/20 plans
which the SPC had organized, residents had
put forward the recurring theme of the need
to implement the plan through "accessibility
and inclusion by design".  There was a need
for supports to enable community members
to develop concrete plans on how they could
work with the City to implement and
advance the inclusion principles set forth in
the long term City vision.

Second, an issue of very substantial concern
in the community is the continuing high
need for affordable and appropriate housing
for people who face lack of choice or
barriers in the mainstream housing market or
isolation in their community.  The serious
shortage of affordable housing is perhaps the
best known of the factors which lead to
vulnerability in housing, but there are many
other factors.  In particular, participants

were particularly concerned about meeting
the needs of people who require supports in
their home in order to remain healthy in
their housing situation.  As well, participants
were concerned about people who have
suitable housing but are isolated from the
community in which they live.   This broad
need has also been identified by the
Accessibility Advisory Committee, which
held a very successful conference in May
2003 on emerging housing needs and the
need to develop appropriate local policies.

Third, some of the recent demographic
changes in Ottawa pointed to an increase in
the number of individuals within
demographic groups which have historically
faced marginalization or barriers in the
housing market as well as barriers to equal
participation in various aspects of
community life, including community
planning.  Some of these population changes
include:

The aging of the population
Seniors constitute the fastest growing
population group in Ottawa (up 16% since
1996)1.  There is a growing demand for
supports for aging in place.

The number of people with a disability
Local community agencies estimate that
85% of Ottawa's population experiences
some form of disability at some stage in
their lives.  In 2001, 119,235 people with
disabilities resided in the Ottawa region.
We can expect an increase in the number of
persons with disabilities as the population of
Ottawa ages.2  The survey by "Partnering
for Participation and Inclusion" indicated
that the majority of people with disabilities
in Ottawa face substantial barriers in
participating in community life.
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The increasing diversity of the population

Immigrant residents represent  20% of the
Ottawa population.  The immigrant
population in Ottawa is increasing at twice
the pace of the City's total population (14%
versus 7.3%).  Net migration, including
immigration is anticipated to be the primary
source of population growth for Ottawa for
some time.   The report of the April 2002
Building the Ottawa Mosaic Conference
explored the many barriers which members
of Ottawa's diverse ethnic and cultural
groups face in participating in society,
including  barriers with respect to housing.

The trend to smaller households

One-person household are the fastest
growing household type in Ottawa (13%).
Over 75% of
new households
in the 2001
census were
either one or two
person
households.  This
points to a need
for new
strategies to
ensure people
living alone are
not isolated, to
encourage social
connections
between small
households in
neighbourhoods,
and to encourage
the development
of appropriate
housing options
in all
neighbourhoods
for small
households.

The continuing economic gap and the
persistence of poverty

According to the 2001 census, 15% of
Ottawa's population in private households
was "low income".  These residents face a
number of barriers to participation in
community life, particularly with respect to
finding affordable housing.  The need to
create more affordable housing has been
well documented in the City.

Participants in the forum identified
strategies by which community members
could work with the City to respond to these
demographic trends and advance more
inclusion in housing and neighbourhoods.
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Update

In our previous edition we identified that the City’s Accessibility Plan had not yet been
presented to Council for approval.  On January 28, 2004 City Council approved the
Accessibility Plan and a related implementation plan.  The Plan lists seven spheres in
which the City should identify and address barriers to people with disabilities:  physical,
informational, communicative, participatory, technological, educational and policy
related.   Each year the City is to set priorities for action and report on progress in the
previous year.  The Accessibility Plan can be downloaded from the City’s website at
http:ottawa.ca/city_services/accessibility/municipal_plan_en.shtml.

What Do We Mean By Inclusion?

As a starting point, the SPC used the
following explanation from Building
Inclusive Communities  A Research
Document, prepared for the Ontario
Community Inclusion Project, Dec. 2002 by
Community Living Ontario.  Although it
was developed within the disability
community, it applies equally to other
population groups who have historically
faced barriers to finding appropriate housing
and to participation in community life:

An inclusive community is one in which
people with an intellectual disability are
given the opportunity and the supports they
need to develop their full potential and to
actively participate, to the degree they
choose, in all aspects of community life. The
choices of those with an intellectual
disability extends to all aspects of living
such as housing, transport, education,
recreation, communication, culture,
religion, justice, voluntarism and
employment. It also includes the less
tangible aspects of community life such as
feeling a sense of belonging and being
welcomed as a valued contributor; access to
human relationships based on interests, not
disability; and participation in all levels of
decision-making, from daily living to the
political forum.

An inclusive community is not the same as
an integrated community. An integrated
community is one in which people are a part
of the community, but remain in segregated
circumstances. For instance they participate
in community through sheltered workshops,
special housing, education classes and
recreation programs and only with people
who are paid to provide support. Real
inclusion means that people with different
needs and abilities are not just physically
included in the same space and activities,
but are also socially accepted so that
meaningful human relationships flourish.
(page 5)

Support for the project was received from
United Way / Centraide Ottawa and
“Together in Community”, a project funded
by the Ontario Trillium Foundation.

Please contact the Social Planning Council
at 236-9300 ext. 300 for a copy of the full
report, or download it from the inclusion
portion of our website at
www.spcottawa.on.ca/inclusion.  The
website includes other resources on
inclusion, and identifies groups in the City
working on related issues.


